Abstract--We present a simple but effective decomposition method which yields tight throughput upper bounds for open Markovian finite-buffered queueing networks under any commonly used blocking mechanism. This method is first elaborated on with three specialized network configurations, tandem, split and merge, and then extended to a general configuration. Also shown is that the existing throughputbounding methods for open queueing networks with blocking can be improved via duality consideration. Computational experiments confirm that our method is superior to all other existing methods.
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We are now in a position to list the following.
Theorem I (Tcha et al. [14] ). The throughput of the tandem network under BBS is bounded above by ?* = rain {'h}, Remark. The equivalence between blocking mechanisms, BBS and RS-RD, makes the theorem also valid under RS-RD.
The decomposition method also can only be used to derive a TUB for a tandem network under BAS, but with the decomposed systems modified as ?l =f(),, Bt, #1 ), 7, =f(#i-i, Bi + 1,/~,), i = 2 ..... m.
Split configuration
Consider an OQN-B with split configuration (split network), as shown in Fig. 2 . The network consists of a queue (first-level queue, queue 0) linked to m queues (second-level queues) in parallel. Contrary to the tandem network, there is no equivalence between blocking mechanisms [9] .
First, consider the case under BBS. To obtain an upper bound ?*, we decompose the network into individual systems, as done in the previous subsection. Then, the decomposed system for queue 0 is modelled as an M/M/I/Bo system with input rate 2o and service rate/%. For the second-level queues, the ith decomposed system is modelled as an M/M/I/B, with input rate #0 and service rate /a~. Then, we have the following Theorem 2. For the split network under BBS, the throughput is bounded above by 7* = Z min{r0,Y0, 7i}, Proof. See Appendix 1.
Next, consider the case under BAS. The decomposed system for queue 0 is the same as that under BBS. For the second-level queues, the ith decomposed system is modelled as an M/MIll(B, + I) with input rate ~ and service rate g,. Thus, a TUB for the case under BAS is obtained from (2), having ,,,, =f(#0, B~ + I, g,). Lastly, consider the case under RS-RD. The decomposed system for queue 0 is the same as that under BBS. For the second-level queue i, when queue 0 is saturated and P/= oo,j( ~ i) = i ..... m, the ith decomposed system behaves like an M/M/I/Bt with input rate r0,Po and service rate Pt-This feature of RS-RD yields the following upper bound.
Theorem 3. For the split network under RS-RD, the throughput is bounded above by
;'*=min{y0,~yt},t~,
where "~' 0 =f(z0, B0, ~) and )'t =f(r0t/a0, B,,#i), i = I, 2 ..... m.
Proof. See Appendix 2.
Remark. Under BBS or BAS, the throughput of queue i, 7t, is exactly the product of rot and the network throughput, ~, by (AI). But this does not hold any further for the case of RS-RD due to its blocking behavior, yielding the difference of Theorem 3 from Theorem 2.
Merge configuration
An OQN-B with merge configuration (merge network), as shown in Fig. 3 , consists ofm parallel queues (first-level queues) linked to a queue (second-level queue, queue 0). Recall the equivalence between BBS and RS-RD blocking mechanisms [9, I1] in the merge network.
First, consider the case under RS-RD. Decompose the first-level queues, such that the ith decomposed system is an M/M/I/Bt with input rate 2, and service rate #i. For the secondlevel queue, queue 0, the decomposed system is an M/M/I/Bo with input rate EtCh# t and service rate/to.
Theorem 4.
For the merge network under RS-RD, the throughput is bounded above by y* = min {t=~ 7t, -~,0},
where 70 =.f(5~7'= i/at, Bo, ~) and 7, =f(2,, B,, lt,), i = 1,2 ..... m.
Proof. See Appendix 3.
Remark. From the equivalence between BBS and RS-RD, the theorem holds for the case of BBS. Now, consider the case under BAS. For the first-level queues, the decor~posed systems are the same as those under RS-RD. For the second-level queue, queue 0, the decomposed system is modelled as an M/M/I/(Bo + m) with input rate E,"=./a, and service rate ~. Note that the input rate ET'= ~ #t is the sum of the maximum departure rates of the first-level queues. The buffer capacity is augmented by m in order to accommodate the blocked customers from the first-level queues, the maximum number of which is m. Thus, a TUB for the merge network under BAS is obtained from (4), having 70 =f(~7'=./a,, B0 + m, ~). Table i gives a brief summary of the TUBs for three special types of networks.
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THROUGHPUT UPPER BOUNDS FOR OQNs-B WITH GENERAL CONFIGURATION
Consider an OQN-B with arbitrary connected arcs but no directed cycles, where there are m single server queues and all queues are numbered in such a way that every arc (i,j) has i less than j. let P, and S, be the sets of the preceding and the succeeding queues of queue i, respectively.
Assume that the network is under BBS.
For the sake of throughput analysis, consider the following equivalent network obtained by augmenting the original network with two additional queues. A queue (queue 0), working under RS-RD, is first added as the only predecessor of queues i, i ~ A, to the network. Assume that queue 0 has a single exponential server with rate P-o = E~E A 2~, and that an infinite number of customers Proof (a). It is the cycle-free property that makes the recursive relations, similar to those in the proof of Theorem 2, still hold for an OQN-B. We can then infer that D~.,, the departure time of the n th customer at queue i, is non-decreasing in the service times of other queues, Sj.k (j :~ i, k >/ 1). For a TUB of queue i, consider a case where the service times at all queues except P,w{i} are all zeros, and the customers departing from queue k (~ P,) are all destined for queue i. Insofar as the throughput of queue i is concerned, this constructed system corresponds to the merge configuration with the first-level queues in P~ converging to queue i. When the first-level queues are all saturated, the input process at queue i becomes a Poisson process with rate T.,~ P, P,, making queue i behave like an M/M/1/B, system, which is equivalent to the ith decomposed system.
(b) The transit stream from queue i to queuej is one of IS, I output streams from queue i. So, it is obvious from part (a) that it is bounded above by rij7i, because the probability r, is equal to the long-run proportion of the customers joining queue j to the total customers departing from queue i. The proof is thus completed.
[] is a TUB for the OQN-B.
Note that the TUBs of (1), (2), and (4) are the minimum cut TUBs for their respective specialized configurations. To efficiently calculate the TUB of (6), the conventional labelling method for network flow problems [7] can conceptually be applied to render the following recursive procedure:
[Let Co = ~' 0 = Ei~A )-,. Obtain C, recursively in the increasing order of i (i = I, 2 ..... m + i), where C, = min{Ek ~ e, rk, Ck, 7, }, which is possible from the cycle-free property of the network. Then,
The development hitherto made in this section is for the network under BBS. When under a mechanism other than BBS, we have the following:
Remark (!).
Under BAS, as shown in the merge configuration, the decomposed system for queue i is modelled as an M/M/I/(B,+IP, I) system. Therefore, its throughput 7, is given by f(Ek ~ e, Itk, Bi + IPil, It,).
(2) Under RS-RD, the ith decomposed system has a Poisson input with rate ~k~e, r,,Itk. That is, its throughput 7, is given by f(IEk,e,r,,It k, B,, Its). But a TUB for the transit stream from queue i to queue j doesn't follow (5) . So a TUB for the OQN-B under RS-RD is obtained as follows: 
It, =~-~' ieD +.
This section is to show that the existing throughput-bounding methods can significantly be improved by applying the duality. Assume that all networks considered here are under RS-RD.
The throughput bounds obtained from the primal and dual networks will be referred to as primal bound and dual bound, respectively. Since either bound is valid for the given (primal) network, the bound can be strengthened by taking the stronger of the two.
Note that the TUBs generated by our method cannot be strengthened by the duality due to the following: the configuration of the dual network is the same as the primal one, but with the directions of arcs all reversed. Therefore, each decomposed system of the dual network corresponds to an M/M/i/B system whose arrival and service rates are crossed over each other from that of the primal network. From the throughput symmetry of an M/M/I/B system with respect to arrival and service rates, i.e.,f(2, B, #) = f(/a, B, 2) [see [14] for several interesting properties of the function f(2, B, p)], the throughputs of the corresponding pair of both decomposed systems are equal, resulting in the same value for both primal and dual bounds.
In the remainder of this paper, O-P, S-J, and VD-L denote Onvural and Perros [10] , Shanthikumar and Jafari [12] , and Van Dijk and Lamond [15] , respectively.
For two-stage tandem queueing networks, it is easy to observe this tightening effect on the following existing bounds: Bell's upper bound [5] , S-J's upper and lower bounds [12] , and VD-L's lower bound [15] . However, no tightening effect is obtained in O-P's upper and lower bounds, because the specialization of their method gives rise to a closed cyclic queueing network with infinite buffers, the throughput of which is independent of the order of queues therein. Also O-P's and VD-L's throughput upper bound models have the same state-transition rate matrix [10] , indicating no dual tightening effect on VD-L's upper bounds as well.
As for TUBs of OQNs-B with general configuration, there exist, to our knowledge, only two notable results, Bell's and O-P's. O-P obtained TUBs, together with lower bounds, using some useful equivalent relations between open and closed queueing networks with finite buffers. Particularly, their upper bound is derived based upon the conjecture that throughputs of closed queueing networks with finite buffers increase in buffer capacities. While their conjecture is found valid in the cyclic configuration [13] , the following example shows that it is not true any further for a general configuration.
Counter example. Consider a two-queue network, shown in Fig. 4 , where ).. = 1.0, (Bt, B2) = (I, 1), (#~, P2) = (2.0, 0.5), and p = 0.5. Assume that the blocking mechanism at queue 1 is RS-RD. Then the exact throughput (~,) and O-P's upper bound (~o-e) are: 7 = 0.609, 7o-e = 0.588. This finding leaves Bell's TUB the only valid one for OQNs-B with general configuration. He defines a common node as the queue through which all customers in the network are required to pass. Then, his TUB is determined from the throughput of the common node. Bell's upper bound is valid for all blocking mechanisms considered in this paper [3] .
Bell's method can be significantly improved via the duality. For the merge network given in Dual bounds. Tables 2 and 3.  Table 2 To show that the duality can be exploited to strengthen throughput lower bounds as well, Table 3 lists five kinds of lower bounds: three by the existing methods [10, 12, 15], and two dual bounds obtained from S-J's and VD-L's methods. The dual tightening effect is also observed. Table 4 provides three kinds of TUBs of multi-stage tandem networks under BBS and BAS. The comparative results demonstrate that our upper bounding method is more effective than the other two. A point to note is that our upper bounds are very close to the exact throughputs for the cases with some outstanding bottlenecks, while the bound tends to be rather loose for the cases with well balanced buffer capacities and service rates. Table 5 The results show that our TUBs are always smaller than or equal to Bell(P)'s. It is also observed that Bell(D)'s are too loose to be compared with. Table 6 
COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS

To
lists the results for the merge networks under RS-RD and BAS. For all the test cases, Bell(D)'s are found to be much smaller than Bell(P)'s. But still ours are always at least as tight as Bell(D)'s.
In Table 7 , we summarize the computational experiments conducted with a rather simple configuration of OQN-B, i.e., the triangular form of ;
'(I) The exact throughput under BBS (or RS-RD). "~'(2)
The exact throughput under BAS.
Bell(I) Upper bounds by Bell in primal networks under RS-RD (or BBS). Bell(2) Upper bounds by Bell in dual networks under RS-RD. Bell(3) Upper bounds by Bell in primal networks under BAS.
7"(I)
Our upper bounds under BBS (or RS-RD). 7*(2)
Our upper bounds under BAS.
case, Bell's TUBs cannot be obtained owing to the nonexistence of a common node. Therefore, comparison is made only for the former case, which confirms the superiority of our bounding method to Bell's. The exact througput under RS-RD.
7(2)
The exact througput under BBS. Bell(P) Upper bounds by Bell in the primal networks under RS-RD (or BBS).
Bell(D)
Upper bounds by Bell in the dual networks under RS-RD 7"(1)
Our upper bounds under RS-RD. 7*(2) Our upper bounds under BBS. Finally, Table 8 shows the TUBs of four-queue networks, given in Fig. 6 , under RS-RD and BBS. In all cases, Bell's TUBs cannot be obtained.
CONCLUSIONS
We proposed a decomposition method which can yield a tight upper bound on the throughput of an open Markovian finite-buffered queueing network under any commonly used blocking mechanism. The OQN-B under consideration was first decomposed into a number of single isolated systems with arrival processes modified accordingly, so that a throughput upper bound of each decomposed system could be obtained by a closed-form formula for an M/M/I/B system. A TUB of the given network was then derived in closed-form by aggregating those TUBs for decomposed systems in such a way as to reflect the network configuration as well as the blocking mechanism.
Our throughput-upper bounding method was first elaborated on with the three special network configurations, tandem, split and merge; then its application to OQNs-B with general configuration was dealt with. Also discussed was how the duality could improve the existing throughput-bounding methods. Computational experiments show that our method is always superior to the existing methods, producing much tighter TUBs for a significant portion of test cases. 
Consider the case for queue i, i = 1, 2 ..... m, such that S,., = 0 for all n and k( #0, i). Let ~,* be the throughput of queue i in this system. Then, from the property of Do." and (AI). we have ),,* t> r0~T.
And now, for the ith case, construct a system such that S,~,=0 for all n, k (~O,i) and R,=i for all n, i.e., all customers departing from queue 0 are destined to enter queue i. Thus, the throughput of queue i in this system is greater than 7,*. Also, it can be easily shown that this constructed system is equivalent to the ith decomposed system. Therefore, we have L >~ 3,,* >~ ro,7. []
APPENDIX 2
Proof of Theorem 3
The queue s, working under BBS, is introduced as done in Appendix 1. Let R~. be the kth routing decision of the nth customer of queue 0. Note that under RS-RD a number of routing decisions may be performed when a customer is blocked. Note that the quantity ;c0. " denotes the total number of times the nth customer is served at queue 0 before it leaves queue 0, and )',.. represents the total number of departures at queue 0 until queue 0 sends n customers to queue i.
First, consider the case with S,.. = 0, n >/I, i = I. 2 ..... m, yielding the first decomposed system. Since it can be easily shown that the departure time of the nth customer from queue 0 in the decomposed system is always less than that of the original system, the throughput of this system is greater than that of the original system, and hence 3'0 >/;'.
Second. consider the case with S,~, = 0, for all n. By the result that if arrivals come earlier, then so do departures [I], the nth departure time at queue i in this constructed system is less than that of the original system, thereby having ~', as a TUB of queue i. Hence Z, 7, t> )'.
[]
